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Salsa mini Stick

Price 14.87 Euro

Availability Available

Shipping time 5 days

Number 1596

Manufacturer SKOFF

Product description
SKOFF is a Polish company internationally successful in the lighting industry, including architectural interiors. We chose LED
luminaires this company to our offer, given their simplicity and practicality at the same time and a wide choice of options.
Same manufacturer emphasizes the innovative luminaires and that it is flat and thus responds to modern trends of interior
design.

The collection of brand-named Music Line are fittings SALSA. These are fixtures in matt brass. They have a square or
rectangular shape with rounded angles. The width and length of this model is 6cm. SALSA fixtures emit light of a warm white.
They are manufactured in two variants of protection, or the simplest IP 20, or advanced, including protection against dust,
wires and stream of water - IP56.

For all luminaires with stick in its name is a simplified method of installation. Shall only apply glue or double-sided tape. How
to permanently mount extends the range of places where the fixture will come true. Similarly, as the whole family, for lobbies
or at the stairs. However, due to the fact that they do not have to install the unit in depth, perfectly functioning furniture in
sites or small bays. This allows to combine the light source in a lighting system in the simplest possible way, in fact limited to
the installation site.

For housing is 24-month warranty. It has installed energy-saving LED module with durability 50 thousand. burning hours. It is
the ideal base for years, and as a return on investment very quickly, both from the perspective of finance, as well as
satisfaction with reliability.
 

LED Lighting fitting, designed to highlight passages

Advantages: Long life - 50 000 h
Very low energy consumption
Robust design
Material: Aluminum

Application: illumination of passageways
stairs
stair risers
glass cabinets
decorating the walls with light

Available types

Symbol Finishing Colour of light power consumption [W] Indeks
ML-SMS-MB-WW Matt brass warm white 0,4 ML-

SM
S-M-

H

Technical data

Supply voltage: 10 V DC

Light source: LED

Installation: using self-adhesive tape or glue

Ingress Protection
Rating:

IP 20

Typee of connection: parallel

Recommended
power supplies:

ZOL6, ZOL7, ZOl15, ZOL16
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Commercial data

Device weight: ...

Device dimensions: 60 x 60 mm

Warranty period: 24 mo.
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This product has additional options:

Waterproof: IP20 , IP56 (+ 1.59 Euro )
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